Culture, Philosophy
&
Marketing Decisions

Do you know why are Brands managed so
differently in the

West v/s the Far East?

Coke, one of world’s strongest
brands is available only in a
brown fizzy drink format.

But Yamaha is a market leader
in diverse categories like
pianos, bikes, motorboats.

Our Thesis
Different Philosophies; Different
Approaches
The West v/s Far East cultures are based on different
philosophical roots - Greek Philosophy v/s
Tao/Confucius/Buddhism.

...this impacts even the way individuals
think and act
These roots, have led to measurably different cultures in the
West v/s the Far East. But not just at an aggregated level.
Individual consumers perceive the world differently.

We explain this
journey by
exploring…

How Philosophy
shapes Culture?
How does it
impact an
Individual?

The Philosophic Roots

Aristotle Vs Confucius

An Outline of Development of Philosophical Thought

Laozi (Lao Tzu) 600 BCE
The ‘Old Master’ of Daosim.
The world is ever-changing and follows
cycles which maintain the
harmonious balance in accordance
with nature.

Pythagoras 569 BCE
Rationalism, rules and
theorems. Birth of Deductive
Geometry and Logic. Numbers
rules them all.

Parinedes 460-371 BCE
Everything that is real is
eternal and unchanging.

Democritus 460-371 BCE
Everything is made of tiny,
indivisible and unchanging
particles – Atoms.

Buddha 563-483 BCE
The birth of Buddhism. Based on the 4
Noble Truths, the world is illusory and a
transitory part of an eternal process.

Socrates 469-399 BCE
Virtues are absolute. Ignorance is
the root of evil and knowledge is the
“only one good”. Birth of Socratic
(Dialetic) Method.

Plato 427-347 BCE
Theory of Forms. Birth of an ‘ideal
concept’. Use of Reasoning to
understand the ideal Form.

Confucius 551-479 BCE
Confucianism is a delineation of the
desired conduct between people in a
society – parent/child; ruler/subject;
husband/wife etc. This maintains
harmonious relationships and society.

Aristotle 335 BCE
The Essential form of things based on senses. 4 causes
that explain everything – material; arrangement/shape;
how a thing is created; purpose. Categorical thinking
& Development of Logic

So, what’s
different in
their
Approaches?

Greek

Chinese

Characteristics

• Focus on Objects. A view that everything
is made of particles.

• Objects gain meaning from context. A view
that everything is part of a fabric.

Behavior

• Focus on the individual, free will and
individual agency, against a cosmos that
is eternal and unchanging.

• A focus on harmony and balance within
the family, community and society in an
ever-changing world.

• Governed by Rules and principles as the
ethical way. Universal rules that applies
to everyone.

• Governed by proper relationships. Primacy
of duty and obligation to others before
yourself.

• The Search for Truth/Knowledge is the
meaning of Life.

• We need to find the Way (Dao)/Middle
Path that balances and harmonizes.

Belief
Philosophy

Greek pottery depicted individual acts of heroism. Greek architecture is highly formalized and was based
on the applications of rules & proportions (“the golden mean”).

Chinese pottery depicted man in harmony with nature. East Asian architecture was horizontal, with the surroundings playing an
integral role. Buildings were built incorporating Feng Shui –attempting to harmonize individuals with their surroundings.

What does something from 2500 years
ago have to do with today?

Philosophy shapes
Culture

How do you
measure
Culture?
• A well accepted model of
understanding cross-country
culture is the Hofstede 5 (now 6)
Dimension Model of Culture.
• Hofstede showed that these
dimensions were critical aspects
on which a population organized
itself and interacted with each
other.
• What are the Dimensions?

INDIVIDUALISM
POWER
DISTANCE

The extent to which people feel independent v/s
interdependent as members of a society

Less powerful members accept that power is distributed unequally
and believe that the more powerful people have a right to be so.

UNCERTAINITY
AVOIDANCE

What is the tolerance for ambiguity and uncertainty? Do people want to
be in control? Do they resort to rules and habits to reduce uncertainty?

MASCULINITY

Societies that accept assertiveness, force, ambition, competitiveness are
said to be more Masculine.

LONG-TERM
ORIENTATION
INDULGENCE

Do people believe that the world is in a constant flux and therefore
there is need to be prepared for change?
Do people think that life needs to be enjoyed and are therefore
spontaneous or do they believe that duty overwhelms all and therefore
act with more restraint.

How do Western & Far Eastern countries
compare on these Dimensions?
Collectivist

Individualistic

Individualism
Small (Equal)

Large (Hierarchical)

Power Distance
Feminine

Masculine

Masculinity
Uncertainty Avoidance
Long Term Orientation
Indulgence
Western Countries
Eastern Countries

Avoiding

Short Term

Restrained

Tolerant

Long Term

Indulgent

Philosophy shaped the
Dominant Culture
There is a CLEAR LINK between the spread of a philosophical
tradition and the cultures of different countries.

EASTERN

WESTERN
PHILOSOPHICAL
CONTEXT

CULTURAL
IMPACT

Aristotle, Plato
focused on agency,
logic, individual
objects and
decontextualization.

Emphasis on parts
of a whole rather
than the whole.
The mind and the
body is seen as two
separate parts with
separate identities,
rather than viewing
them as two equal
but opposing parts
that form a greater
whole.

THE
RESULT

A sense of
individualism
leading to linear
methods
of understanding
objects in isolation.
Emphasis
is on Depth.

Example: Discovery
of Gravity, Atoms,
Periodic Table etc.

PHILOSOPHICAL
CONTEXT
Confucianism and
Taoism stressed
complexity, constant
change, harmony,
interpersonal
relations and
relations of objects
with their
environment.

CULTURAL
IMPACT
Emphasis on the
whole. All things
are seen as
independent and
inseparable parts of
a cosmic whole, as
different
manifestations of the
same ultimate
reality.

THE
RESULT
A sense of
interconnections
leads to lateral
methods
of understanding.
Emphasis
is on Breadth.

Example: Feng Shui,
Martial Arts,
Meditation etc.

Philosophies shape Culture.
But does it impact an
individual?

Are Westerners /East Asians
fundamentally different?
In this section, we will build the case
that the differences are even deeper.
Given the same stimulus, individuals
pick up different aspects and process
the information differently.

Are Westerners /East Asians
fundamentally different?

Let’s have a look at some
experiments…

The Fish Video
THE EXPERIMENT
THE RESULT
In a study, Nisbett et al, showed
American & Japanese students a
20 second video of an
underwater scene and were then
asked to describe the video.

Japanese focus more on context

The stimulus was designed such
that the fish were deemed as the
focal object, while the other
objects were deemed as ‘Field’ (or
context).

The Japanese, because of their
culture, shaped by their philosophy
were more focused on the context,
thinking in terms of relationships.
Americans were more focused on the
object of analysis and described
attributes more.

Japanese students began by
mentioning Field information 2X
more than Americans.

Cars on a Busy Street
THE EXPERIMENT
THE RESULT

In the same study, The two groups were shown
a scene (say a car on a busy street). And then
shown pretty much the same picture but with
minor changes to the car and to the
background scene.

Americans: Object Oriented
Japanese: Context Oriented

• American students detected changes to the focal objects more than
changes to the background. It was the reverse for Japanese students.
• Western individuals confronted take in different aspects of the
stimulus. They are object oriented, while East Asians are context
oriented

It’s not just that they
process information
differently, they also
use that information
differently.

The Flower Experiment
THE EXPERIMENT

THE RESULT : Rules vs Resemblance
• The Euro-American cohort placed the target flower
in Group 2 – because it had a straight stem (a rule)
• The East Asian cohort placed it in Group 1 (the
target flower looked more similar – there was a
‘family resemblance’).
• we see how the two societies pick up different parts of
the information and then use very different logic and
heuristics to give meaning.

In a 2002 study, Norenzayan et al showed 3
cohorts pictures of flowers organized in 2
groups. These are shown in the figure. And
then they were given a target flower and asked
to place it in one of the 2 groups.
How would you do it?

Cow, Chicken and Grass
THE EXPERIMENT
• In a seminal study in 1972, Liang-Hwang Chiu
showed American and Chinese kid's pictures of a
cow, a chicken and grass. They were asked to group
the cow with either the chicken or the grass.

THE RESULT
• American kids grouped the cow and the chicken
(“both are animals”) based on a rule. Chinese kids
grouped the cow and the grass (“Cows eat grass”)
based on a relationship.
• This once again showed even at an early age, the
brain was getting programmed to make sense of the
world in a very different way.

Westerners &
East Asians are
different at a
Fundamental
Level.

These researches (amongst countless others) show
that individuals are different.
• Object v/s Context
Westerners focus on the salient object. East Asians look at ‘the whole
picture’ and are particularly aware of the context.
• Rules v/s Relationships
Westerners use ‘rules’ to make sense of the information. They look at
the attributes of the objects to find patterns and meaning.
East Asians use relationships to make sense of information. They try
and find how do different relate to each other to construct meaning.

Philosophies shape Culture.
Philosophies also impact
Individuals at a fundamental level.

The Differences are Everywhere…

Observable Differences
Western
OTC and Supplements

Preference for Court
Proceedings

Functional & Purposive

Eastern
MEDICINE

LITIGATION
AND
ARBITRATION

NUTRITION

Mind, Body and Spirit Healing

Preference for Out of
Court Settlement

Holistic Balanced Diet

But how does this influence

MARKETING?

United
Kingdom

Two different
approaches to
Packaging
Design
Japan

Communication
Design
WESTERN

Very different
ways of
Information
Dispersion

EASTERN

Communication
Design
WESTERN

EASTERN

Very different
ways of
Information
Exposure

These Differences also
exist in the way we
Build Brands…

Brand
Architectures
in the West
Logic driven process
• Western global brands follow a very
categorical, inductive-logic driven
process.
Attributes
• They look at the attributes; decide
which are core, which are peripheral.
They explore the functionalities;
abstract the attributes to a higher
order meaning. That is the Brand
Essence
Rule Based
• They develop rules that differentiate
various parts of the brand;
Premium/Popular, Added
Functionality, Different Users etc.

FedEx

Brand
Architectures
in the West
• All the brands under Kellogg’s
specifically are breakfast options/
cereals.
• The mother brand keeps adding
different verticals like Morning star or
Kashi that offer a distinct product
portfolio from the Kellogg’s cereal
range.

Kellogg’s

The Rakuten Ecosystem

Brand
Architectures
in the East
This is an interesting view of the brand.
• First, they call it an eco-system not just a
brand.
• Second, the same theme of disparate
businesses is not linked via expertise but
through relationships.
• Most importantly, they visualize the
brand in a circle instead of the traditional
pyramidical hierarchy.

Brand
Architectures
in the East
Another example is Samsung
• The same theme of disparate businesses is
not linked via expertise, but through
relationships.
• Samsung creates an interesting hub and
spoke model to diversify its businesses.

So, Why does this happen?

Let's decode this through
different ways of building
Brand Strategies

The 3 Levels of Branding Strategies
LEVEL 1 : Characteristics & Attributes
These concepts rely on ‘expertise’ to win.
Product brands like Ariel and Whisper are examples
of this. They focus on individualist characteristics.

LEVEL 2: Benefit or a Promise
Product attributes and categories matter less if the
promise is delivered in a tangible way. For exampleDisney promises magical experiences; Volvo promises
Safety; Dettol promises Trusted Protection.

LEVEL 3 : Symbolic
Based on a metaphorical/symbolic promise or
characteristic. This symbolic promise is accepted by a
certain section of the consumers. For example, Virgin
has built the brand on a challenger mindset with
playful irreverence.

Virgin has achieved a
symbolic relationship
with its consumers
• There are different ways of building a
brand. Virgin is an example from the
Western world that has chosen a different
and unique way to build its brand – built
around the values that Virgin espouses.
• You can see the extent of diversification
to multiple industries with the brand
name ‘Virgin”.

The Reflecting
Mirror
Higher the Level, Greater the
Brand Stretch
• The closer you define your brand
in terms of attributes, the lower
the stretch possibilities.
• Having said that, it is extremely
difficult to operate at Level 3 –
being able to infuse values in every
part of your marketing mix.

Virgin Case Study: Defined at all levels
Based on a well executed
value of a ‘Challenger
mindset’ and playful
irreverence

Value for money, innovation,
customer service

Virgin can fail at many of its
businesses without damaging the
overall brand, because they have
communicated the core values
impeccably.

Expertise of
the product

We see potential of greater stretch with
East Asian Consumers
East Asian consumers, used to looking at
symbolic relationships and overall
context, give greater permission for their
brands to operate at higher levels.
Westerners tend to
make sense based
on logic and rules;
they group objects
with similar
attributes together.

An interesting example is Quaker Oats.
Categorical Approach in the West

Extensions are around the proven
expertise of Oats & Grains

Taiwan : Beyond Oats & Grains

Quaker has built a megabrand which includes not just
very interesting and novel flavors but non-dairy based
products like soups etc.
Clearly the ‘Quaker Brand Concept’ has been operating
at a higher level and the Taiwanese consumers have
given the brand permission to operate at that level.

Our Perspective

Brand Owners & Consumers ‘build’ the
brand in diametrically opposite ways

Branding
Strategy

Brand Owner’s View
We manage brands
downwards – from an
essence of the brand
through developing
communication/product/
innovation strategies to
executional elements like
ads/packaging, product etc.

Product
strategy

A Consumer’s View

Innovations

Brand Arch

Media
Websites

Packaging
In store
Marketing

Consumers build their view
upwards – by making sense of
the executional elements and
then making sense of what
the brand stands for. As
discussed, this will differ
widely for a Western v/s an
East Asian consumer.

Differences in thinking between Brand Owners
& Consumers create issues; Missed Opportunities
Western Brand Owner

Western Consumer

Eastern Consumer

Eastern Brand Owner

Chances of
Miscommunication are Low
Share the same approach in
terms of thinking.
(Logical/ Categorical etc.)

BO faces a challenge of
diluting the brand or making
communications too ‘wide’ and
symbolic for the logical minded
Western consumer.

BO faces the prospect of missed
opportunities because view of the
brand is too narrow v/s consumers
who give greater permission to
expand the brand.

Chances of
Miscommunication are low
Share the same approach in
terms of thinking.
(Horizontal/symbolic etc.)

We believe there are insufficient
conversations to resolve this dichotomy…
Why?

• Marketing teams are (mostly) not self-aware of how they think or how their consumers process information.
There seems to be only one ‘obvious and natural’ way to strategically manage the brand.

This leads to…
• A narrow thinking that permeates through the system – the way briefs are written; creative output is evaluated.
Indeed, how conversations happen (“What’s the expertise of the brand?”)
• Even if brands are testing options with consumers, the range of research stimuli is dictated by how the brand manager
views the brand.

If we go back to the Quaker Oats example, it is unlikely that a western Brand
Manager would even test out a ‘Creamy Mushroom’ product concept.

Marketing
Teams need to
be more
mindful of
Internal &
Consumer
Viewpoints.

There is a process to gain better insights – both
for internal thinking as well as consumer
perspective.

Using a theory-informed framework to build
appropriate stimuli and using that to gain
understanding – both with internal stakeholders
and consumers/customers is the first step to the
process.

This acts as a foundation for creating a more
powerful and potentially wider vision for the
brand. This is necessary to unlock long term
future growth.

Managing Business Results
with a “Wide Brand”
• It is not easy to drive business results with a ‘wide conception of the brand’. Different categories have different needs.
• Distribution, Capital, Innovations Focus etc. and sometimes the culture of the business units need to be different.

Eastern firms have evolved in different ways to meet these challenges

Split into different companies

Did not have a ‘central brand team’
until the mid ‘80s; giving total
freedom to business units

Evolved a system to manage
brand equity

Very often, you need enabling changes in
the Eco-system to support a Wide Brand
In Japan
The role of Keiretsu (business units
with interlocking business interests)
dominated the business landscape,
facilitated by the unique role played
by Japan’s big banks.

In Korea,

The role of Chaebols (conglomerates
controlled by a family) facilitated the process
initially, by a degree of regulatory support.

What about
INDIAN
Brands?
We see successful examples of
different ways of building brands;
Godrej/Tata (wide) to Marico
(Westernized House of Brands)

Age of megabrands – Unrelated
area but linked by a symbolic value

Our View
Depending on your
consumer segment,
there is a strong
rationale for
building Not ‘Mega’
but ‘Maha’ Brands
in India.

Up to
1970’s

The preferred route in India was the wide
lens with brands. Most Indian brands
launched with a ‘Swadeshi’/self-reliance
flavor. Post-Independence, regulations
pushed companies to expand into newer
categories. Hybrid architecture (e.g., Lakme
from Tata) co-exist.

Age of Expert brands

1980’s+

2015+

With the gradual opening of the
economy, Indian brands started
following the Western model and
creating sub-brands. Process accelerated
by major M&A of brands.

Re-emergence of
Megabrands?
We are seeing the reemergence of megabrands. Too
early to talk about the impact.

How does this relate to your business?
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Reach out to us.

+91 - 8826301845

contactus@aprioriconsultants.com

A Priori Consultants
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Atishi Pradhan
25 years+ experience
in Advertising as Global
Planning Director, JWT.
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25years+ experience
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experience in Sales
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25 years+ experience.
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India, CMO,
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Consumer. MBA from
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Apoorva Mathur
7 years+ experience in
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Previous role at TGB.
MBA from Hong Kong
University.

Drishti. J Verma
Fresh graduate from
University in Delhi with
a Bachelors in
Communication and
Research.

Srinivas Murthy
20 years+
experience.
Previously, VP
Marketing Snapdeal
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India. MBA from IIM
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Aditi Gupta
16 years+ experience in
Product Marketing in
CPG. International
experience. Graphic
Design experience &
education.
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Our team- marketing experts from diverse backgrounds

Our team members have played a role
in building leading brands in the past.
We bring together a network of
unmatched experience and expertise
across different industries, business
issues and brands.
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Who have worked on leading brands in the past…
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